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A: You can install this extension for firefox which provides the function of translating the text. Here is the link for the extension.
Gossip Girl: Where's the Bus? Narcissistic actress Kristen Bell has a new drama in the works with Gossip Girl scribe Cecily Strong,

in which she plays a bipolar multi-millionaire whose jet is hijacked by a gang of Middle Eastern sheiks.The Hollywood Reporter
wrote: "Strong has been hired to script the pilot. It's a half-hour comedy that will have Bell playing a Chicago insurance analyst who
meets the mark of a wealthy, bipolar multi-millionaire. The scribe of the CW's Gossip Girl series is on board to write the pilot with

Strong, who will also executive produce. Strong is best known for playing the crusty news anchor on The Daily Show."Q: Can
jQuery be used as part of an asp.net project? Can jQuery be used as part of an asp.net project and how is it affected when using the

jQuery framework in the web.config as opposed to just using javascript files? If it can, then where do you have to put the jquery
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files? A: Yes, it can. However, it's recommended that you don't use it in the web.config if possible. You will need to place it in the
/Scripts folder or add a reference to your project (ctrl + shift + [project name]). Q: get the width of a div, assuming the width of the

containing div is 300px I have two div's, one has a fixed width of 300px, the other is unknown width and is contained within the
first one. I need to get the width of the inner div and set it as the max width of the containing div. something like the following: var

widthOfTopDiv = $('.tdiv').width(); var maxWidthOfParentDiv = 300; $('.tdiv').css('max-width', maxWidthOfParentDiv); This
obviously doesn't work. Does anyone have any ideas? A: You can't. The box model is two dimensional. If you had a box with a

width and a height of 100px and another box with a width of 100px and a height of 100px, and put them both in another box with a
width of 300px, 4bc0debe42
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